
Morning at a pension is a little strange for, waking up in a room alone, going for breakfast 
alone! 
But the bed was comfortable and the shower was really fantastic, sitting there soaking my 
smelly feet and hardworking legs.

Today the bike ride will mainly be flat and I will stay with a friend of a friend of a friend that I 
haven’t met yet. hehe

Nothing much exciting about the landscape today, and I am really most of all looking 
forward to getting to Bratislava.

A little outside Bratislava, north of the city. I find the address I was given, call the number.
I go down a little street to find a house not looking like a normal house. It is all covered in 
mosaic and there are colours all over. When I get there the atmosphere is panicked and 
rushed... 

I am told to wait in the garden and some coffee will be on its way. After 30 min, it starts 
raining, and I go inside the house. I can hear people talking somewhere upstairs, I help 
myself to some coffee, a bit cold now but still tasty.
15 minutes later my host comes down, they just have to do some cleaning and are a bit 
busy. They are going out to night, a quick dinner is made, pasta, a quick salad all 
vegetarian. Tastes fantastic. 

Everything is mainly spoken in Slovak, so I am mainly sitting there watching and listening.
They seem really nice and friendly and maybe I just arrived at a wrong time, they leave the 
house.

I feel a bit sleepy, take a long warm shower in the bathtub and go straight to bed.
I feel a bit wired, I will only stay one night and didn’t really have time to talk to my host, 
can’t even remember his name. And I have to look around Facebook to find it. Laco 
Durkovic is the name... And then I quickly fall asleep.!


